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Assessment in Geography
PLCs

PLCs are given to all KS3 classes at the beginning of topics. Their purpose is to assist pupils in understanding what they 
are learning each lesson and identify the core knowledge needed to successfully complete the topic.

KS3 Assessment in each topic

At Key Stage 3, pupils are formally assessed three times in each topic they study.

Extended Written Task
In each topic, pupils complete a written task that will assess skills such as description, explanation, evaluation and 
source/interpretation analysis. This is marked by the subject teacher and pupils are given feedback.

Mid-Unit Knowledge Builder
A short, 20 question mid-point assessment that serves to keep core concepts and key information at the forefront of the learning
to use again in the latter half of each topic.

End of topic assessment
These assessments are to not just assess what pupils have learnt over the previous 6-8 weeks, but to also re-visit knowledge 
from earlier topics. Assessments comprise three sections:
Section A: Knowledge. Short answer questions that test knowledge from that topic.
Section B: Skills. Question(s) that test the skill of description/explanation/source analysis/numeracy skills.
Section C: Interleaving / Dynamic Assessment. Revisiting poorly answered themes from a previous topic.
Section D: Extended Writing & Understanding. Application of knowledge and understanding to construct an essay question.



Assessment in Geography
Key Stage 4 Assessment in each topic

There are assessed pieces of work that are assigned to each topic to assess skills needed for the GCSE
examinations. These are reviewed and agreed by GCSE staff each academic year to ensure that all classes are assessed
in the same way. Pupil's responses are marked and given a numbered mark by the member of staff. Moderation of
longer pieces is undertaken.

Typically, a single of unit of work will compromise of several strategically agreed planned exam questions within the
topic as it is taught. An end of topic/unit assessment will take place that is reflective of the GCSE paper from a
previous year. This will be marked, followed by appropriate DIRT work and a Question Level Analysis feedback sheet
distributed to pupils.

Mock exams/PPEs
At three occasions over the two year course, pupils complete mock exams/PPEs which will test their knowledge across multiple 
questions under strict timed conditions. These are moderated internally and detailed feedback is given in class.

Use of PLCs
Throughout all topics at KS3 and KS4, we use multiple-choice Low Stakes Tests to regularly test pupil's knowledge of a topic.



PLCs are given to all KS3 
classes at the beginning of 
topics – these are under 
construction in line with 
Humanities development 
throughout the academic 
year 2023/24.

Their purpose is to assist 
students in understanding 
what they are learning each 
lesson and identify the core 
knowledge needed to 
successfully complete the 
topic.

Assessment via The PLC (Personalised Learning Checklist)



Assessment questions 
directly link to the content 
studied and are clearly 
shown to students.

The scores from each 
question are tracked on 
PLC’s and RAG rated to 
show progress against 
each core PLC strand of 
knowledge/skill.

The PLC – Assessment & Tracking



Common poorly scored PLC strands 
are discussed at departmental level 
and re-tested and integrated into the 
next topic assessment under the 
Dynamic Interleaving section.

This helps to interleave topics to aid 
retention and support the therapy of 
poorly answered PLC strands.

This is dynamic as it can change 
between classes or year on year.

Dynamic Assessment



Key Term Assessment
PLCs are given to all KS3 classes at the beginning of topics – these include the form of a key
term/ definition spelling test in the second lesson of any new topic. These are also revisited in
Mid-Unit Knowledge Builders and in the Knowledge section of End of Unit Assessments.



Summative Assessment
Students complete written summative assessments that generate percentage scores and/or design
assessments which cover the core knowledge within a topic under the relevant PLC strands.

We have designed Mid-Unit Knowledge Builders with MCQ to assess knowledge before moving on 
with the topic.

Rubric marking grids which double up as success criteria and instant marking feedback are being 
built into written assessment throughout the SOL.



Summative Assessment - Exemplar



There are a wide range of strategies used in lesson to assess pupil progress. These are evident within our lesson Power 
Points , slide notes and SOL. They include

• Hinge Questions

• Checklists

• Concept Maps

• Teacher led Q&A

• Drawings

• Whiteboards

• List me 5/ Gimme 5

• Low stakes quiz

• One sentence summary

• Think pair share

• Revision clocks

• Sentence prompts

• Student questionnaires

Formative Assessment
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